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Learning together today to shape
the world of tomorrow

Mrs Sylvia Hathaway booked an online career event

designed to encourage pupils to pursue languages. 

Four speakers were invited to share how languages

helped them in their career. The School strongly

believes that languages can be a vital skill to have in

the job market. They were looking for speakers who

could provide students with this insight as students

were about to make their course choices. The

speakers were asked to explain to students how they

used languages in the workplace, which helped bring

the study of languages to life. 

Due to time constraints the event took place on two

different dates. 

IMPACT:

50 pupils - over 2 sessions
Aged 14-17
Local Authority: Perth & Kinross

I can discuss the relevance of skills to

the wider world and make

connections between skills and the

world of work.

I can explain to others my

ambitions/what I would like to do and

look for ways to achieve them/that.

 I can recognise the skills I have and

need for work

I can identify people in my network

who help me broaden my horizons.

CAREER EDUCATION STANDARD

I Can Statement:

 Pupil Feedback
 "inspiring", "interesting"                               

 "I've never met anyone who's travelled to     

  so many places before".

 “very interesting” “very inspiring”               

 “motivated to continue with languages”,

“makes me want to keep doing Spanish”

“I learned how languages are largely used 

  across jobs and can even help you get

  a job”

A Case Study - Online Language Career Event at Blairgowrie High School

Students Supported
395,682

Hours Volunteered
19.941

Student-Employer Encounters
1.291.781

Raise your student's aspirations by booking a
Career Inspiration Event at:
dywscot.founders4schools.org.uk



Mr Cant  It was an excellent
range of speakers offering
some very sound advice.

Mrs Hathaway  It was great
that, through technology, we
were able to link up with people
from London, Edinburgh
and Perth and hear how they

use languages in their careers

and how they have travelled

and been enriched by using

languages and working in

international teams.  F4S were

very supportive in setting up

the event, finding the right

speakers, and helping

with queries.  The pupils say

they gained a lot from the

events and many would like to

hear from other speakers in the

future.

Mrs Ingleby  A very positive
experience for pupils and
teachers alike. It would be great
if pupils could hear from
speakers using languages in a
wide variety of jobs.

Ana Cueva is  undertaking a

Masters in Innovation Creativity

and Leadership 

TEACHER REFLECTIONS

Harley Gribben is a Senior

Product Manager at

Skyscanner

Inspiring Speakers - Session 1
Teachers: 
Mr Cant 

Mrs Hathaway 

Mrs Ingleby
Harley said: "I really love

working with

Founders4Schools, its an

easy way to connect with

schools and communities to

help inspire the next

generation with your story of

your own career path from

leaving school and how you

achieved the position you are

in today ."

Ana said: "It was a pleasure to

volunteer to speak to pupils

and I  hope that I was able to

show that language skills are

invaluable and can be the

pathway to an interesting, fun

and successful career. "



Pupils understood that having a language can help increase job

opportunities for them.  It has the advantage of opening

doors and enhancing the chances of travelling within your job. They

reflected on the fact that one of the speakers wished that they could

return to school to learn more languages and the experience of one

speaker who did not learn a language at school and how he felt

disadvantaged in his career as a result of this.

Pupils also learned that not all students learn languages at the same

rate, but anyone can do it and that you will make your future self

proud by investing time and effort into learning a language now. All

the speakers shared their experience of how languages have

impacted on their careers and pupils were able to understand the

value that learning a language can bring in their future career.

Speakers were able to demonstrate how a language can prove

useful and pupils felt inspired and motivated to continue studying

languages, not only in school but in further education.

Speakers joined the event in the

Classroom via MSTeams.  They

talked about their language

learning journeys and how they

have used/are using languages

in their work now.  Two of the

speakers joined from Scotland

and two from London.  There

was then time to ask questions

which the students had

previously prepared, and the

speakers took turns answering

them according to their field of

expertise.

TEACHER FEEDBACK
A highlight for me as a

Language teacher was when

one speaker said that he had

once been in a meeting of 19

business leaders in Paris, all of

whom spoke languages other

than English, but because Mick

was the only one who spoke

only English, the entire

assembly had to conduct the

meeting in English just for him.

 Mick said: "Thank you for the

invitation and, as ever I really

enjoyed the event and  I hope

it helped the students

understand the potential that

having a  language could

bring to their future career. It

was really pleasing to get

such positive feedback and I

believe these events really do

make a difference."

Suezann said: "Having a

language can really open up a

lot of career opportunities for

young people. This event

brought home to pupils that

the world is a smaller place

than it once was, and that

some of the world's largest

economies do not have

English as their first language,

and therefore learning a

language is beneficial."

Suezann Holmes is the Founder of

ScaleXP an Independent NED,

Board Advisor, Portfolio CFO

How did it Work?

What did the young people learn?

Mick Empson is CEO at

Connectus Scotland Ltd

Inspiring Speakers - Session 2
Organiser: Mrs Sylvia Hathaway


